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Corrosion is the electro-chemical reaction between a metal and its environment (ex. road salt and water).

Corrosion results in the deterioration of the metal and its properties.

Metal in concrete slabs is called “rebar”, which is composed of iron and carbon.

When rebar corrodes, it forms iron oxide, which is also known as “rust”.

Rust is 2x to 4x the volume of original rebar.

When rebar rusts inside concrete slabs, it results in concrete delamination and spalling, ultimately affecting the structure.
WHAT IS CONCRETE DELAMINATION?

**Figure 1**: Concrete delamination at corroded reinforcement.
Engineer reviews building drawings, previous reports and performs condition assessment

Methods of condition assessment evaluation:

• Visual and acoustic; and
• Testing (destructive & non-destructive)

Engineer determines repair method and strategy
Visual and acoustic review identifies locations of delaminated concrete at concrete surfaces, including:

- Topside;
- Vertical (walls/columns); and
- Soffit

Visual and acoustic review identifies locations of deteriorated and damaged waterproofing system at slabs and expansion joints

Rebar expands when it corrodes, causing pressure on the surrounding concrete, causing concrete to delaminate
Visual reviews also includes noting locations of cracks (leaking and structural), peeling paint, leaking drains and cracked drain plumbing.

At leaking cracks, often salt deposits are present on the underside of concrete slabs, known as “efflorescence.”
During garage restoration projects, contractor may locally repair concrete slabs by means of:

• Topside repair;
• Through-slab repair; or
• Soffit repair

In some circumstances, extent of concrete deterioration requires a full slab replacement.
Following concrete repairs, repairs are required to the waterproofing system and expansion joints.

Replacement of drains is required at concrete repair locations, along with the drain plumbing.
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